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DISCOVERER

The Discoverer is a 3 wheeled child’s mobility aid for use in primary sheltered environments. The concept behind the Discoverer is that children should be allowed to derive fun from their mobility aids much as they would from a toy.

Consideration was also given to recent research and published papers citing the benefits in child development that can be accrued from increased and independent mobility. The Discoverer strives to provoke a child’s imagination and give them a feeling of enjoyment by minimizing the stigma of their disability.

Unique to the Discoverer is a 3 position rear caster control. The first position locks the casters in a straight forwards position so that it behaves much as a typical power mobility aid. The second and third positions permit various degrees of caster swivel.

To give the child a greater freedom in movement. This allows for a greater expression of imaginary and exploratory desires.

Other features include an adjustable seating system that can fit children between the ages of 4 and 12, a removable tiller control for easy transfer and a variable speed control.
Power Drive 12 UVE

The 12 UVE 924 SV represents a new concept in power wheelchair design. With large front drive wheels and torsion bar construction the 12 UVE 924 SV is designed to meet the demands that everyday, outdoor travel places on a power drive wheelchair.

The heart of the 12 UVE is its electronic “Feedback” controller. Its function is to monitor wheelchair performance and then use this information to give better wheelchair performance while relaying any malfunctions via warning LEDS and buzzers to the occupant.

The occupant controls the chair via a proportional joystick. The controller then maintains the selected speed and direction regardless of terrain. Two stage braking brings the 12 UVE to a safe smooth stop and then automatically activates disc “parking” brakes to prevent free roll when at a standstill. A free wheeling feature allows the chair to be pushed when necessary.

The 12 UVE uses two specially designed in built 24 volt, maintenance free drive motors. A two stage planetary gear transmission gives enough torque to go up a 20% grade as well climb and clear 4 inch curbs. Other features include a low center of gravity for better stability, driving lights, turn signals and horn, 6 speed selections, a top speed of 6 km/hr (3.6 mph) and much more.

The 12 UVE 924 SV, a power drive wheelchair that allows a person to go practically anywhere in complete safety.
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